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ABSTRACT

The Cre-recombination system has become an import-
ant tool for genetic manipulation of higher organisms
and a model for site-specific DNA-recombination
mechanisms employed by the j-Int superfamily of re-
combinases. We report a novel quantitative approach
for characterizing the probability of DNA-loop forma-
tion in solution using time-dependent ensemble
Förster resonance energy transfer measurements
of intra- and inter-molecular Cre-recombination
kinetics. Our method uses an innovative technique for
incorporating multiple covalent modifications at
specific sites in covalently closed DNA. Because the
mechanism of Cre recombinase does not conform to
a simple kinetic scheme, we employ numerical
methods to extract rate constants for fundamental
steps that pertain to Cre-mediated loop closure. Cre
recombination does not require accessory proteins,
DNA supercoiling or particular metal-ion cofactors
and is thus a highly flexible system for quantitatively
analyzing DNA-loop formation in vitro and in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Many organisms, from bacteria to vertebrates, use
site-specific recombination as an efficient mechanism for
generating genetic variation (1–4). Site-specific recombin-
ation differs from general recombination in that DNA is
exchanged exclusively at specific sequences, either in a
conservative or non-conservative manner (5). These reac-
tions require specialized proteins to recognize the target
sites and carry out the chemistry of recombination. The
integration and excision of bacteriophage � DNA into the
Escherichia coli genome, mediated by the �-integrase
system (� Int), has served as a paradigm for conservative
site-specific recombination reactions (6). The Int super-
family of recombinases encompasses over 100 members

(7,8), including the Flp recombinase of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (9) and the Cre recombinase from bacteriophage
P1 (10). As a genetic-engineering tool, the Cre system has
had profound impact on our basic understanding of
biological systems and the development of useful animal
models of human disease. Specifically, the ability to inacti-
vate genes via Cre-mediated deletion activity allowed
precise determination of gene functions and the creation
of transgenic mice (11). In its normal biological role, Cre
resolves the P1 phage genome in vivo into monomeric
DNA circles, ensuring uniform partitioning of the phage
genome upon host-cell division (12–14).

Like other recombinases belonging to the Int superfam-
ily, Cre uses a catalytic tyrosine residue (Y324) in a
mechanism similar to the chemistry of topoisomerase IB
(15). The reaction proceeds in two stages—initial strand
cleavage via a transient phosphotyrosyl intermediate is
followed by exchange of one pair of DNA strands to
form a stable recombinase-bound Holliday junction (HJ)
(16,17). This junction is resolved by a second set of
cleavage and strand-exchange steps resulting in recombin-
ant products. The mechanism is dependent on the
cooperative activity of four Cre monomers, two bound
to each target site (Figure 1).

The wild-type target site for Cre is a 34-bp DNA
sequence, designated loxP, which consists of two 13-bp
inverted repeats flanking an 8-bp core region (8). The
loxP core sequence is non-palindromic, which confers an
overall polarity on the target site and, with cis-acting loxP
sites, leads to the exclusive formation of deletion products
in the case of direct loxP repeats or inversion products
in the case of inverse repeats (18,19). Crystallographic
structures of Cre (16,20–22), Flp (23) and �-Int (24)
recombinases with various oligonucleotide substrates
have been available for some time. In complexes that
contain synthetic HJ intermediates, there are a number
of common features, notably junctions that are nearly
planar and 2-fold symmetric. These crystallographic
DNA structures conform roughly to that proposed for
synthetic, immobile four-way junctions under low-salt
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conditions (25–29). Elucidating the structure of the
DNA intermediate in solution remains a major challenge
due to the limited number of techniques available
for characterizing such structures. Moreover, the
dynamic properties of this intermediate and their
relation to the overall kinetics of the reaction pathway
remain unclear.

Information about the in-aqueo structure of the Cre
synaptic intermediate comes mainly from topological
analysis of knotted and catenated recombination products
(30,31) in conjunction with scanning probemicroscopy (31).
Unfortunately, topological methods do not give direct
structural information and microscopy techniques are po-
tentially subject to sample-preparation artifacts. The
application of fluorescence-energy transfer to this problem
has not previously been reported to our knowledge,
although steady-state Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) has been used to probe the architecture of �-int
recombination intermediates (32).

Here, we describe a novel and quantitative analysis of
synaptic-complex formation based on the kinetics of the
recombination reaction. Our implementation of time-
dependent FRET is similar to a fluorescence-based

high-throughput method due to Zhang and Crothers
for detecting DNA cyclization (33). Moreover, the
analysis of synapsis kinetics makes use of principles
similar to cyclization (34,35), but is a technique that is
broadly applicable to studies of DNA-loop formation in
living cells. Our method yields experimental values of the
J factor, J, which can be defined as the effective concen-
tration of one loxP recombination site in the vicinity of
another when both sites are present on the same DNA
molecule. In Figure 2, J can be computed from a ratio of
equilibrium constants for the intra- and inter-molecular
synapsis reactions that is equivalent to a quotient of fun-
damental rate constants. We show here that the values
of J measured for both 870-bp and 3-kb DNA loops
agree well with those predicted by polymer-chain statis-
tics. The overall amplitude of the FRET signal is smaller
than expected for the crystallographic structures of
Cre synaptic complexes containing either duplex DNAs
or Holliday-junction intermediates. This result may be
attributable to restricted motions of the dyes in the
synaptic intermediate and/or significant departures of
the longest-lived intermediate from crystallographically
observed structures.

A

B

Figure 1. (A) Cre promotes site-specific recombination between
two loxP-containing DNA sequences. The loxP target site consists of
two inversely repeated, 13-bp Cre-binding sequence elements (cyan
and green) that flank an 8-bp asymmetric core region (orange).
Site-specific recombination occurs via ordered strand cleavage, exchange
and rejoining reactions in a reversible manner. The central recombin-
ation intermediate is a Holliday junction, shown in the molecular model
in a stacked-X conformation. (B) The products of intramolecular
Cre recombination are determined by the orientation of loxP sites. If
the target sites are directly repeated along the same DNA segment
Cre mediates a deletion reaction involving the DNA segment flanked by
the loxP sites.

A

B

Figure 2. The kinetic approach used to investigate the mechanism of
Cre synapsis. We measure respective sets of rate constants for site
synapsis in inter- and intra-molecular recombination reactions taking
place under identical conditions. (A) Intermolecular synapsis takes
place between two target molecules bearing loxP sequences fully
occupied by Cre protein (SE2). Formation of the synaptic complex
(SC) occurs with forward and reverse rate constants k

ðbÞ
3 and k

ðbÞ
�3,

respectively. The rate constants k
ðbÞ
4 and k

ðbÞ
�4 govern the ensuing reso-

lution reaction, which leads to two Cre-saturated product DNAs (PE2).
(B) Corresponding model for intramolecular recombination of a
substrate DNA bearing directly repeated Cre2loxP sequences (SE4).
The rate constants for the corresponding synapsis and resolution
steps are k

ðcÞ
3 , k

ðcÞ
�3, k

ðcÞ
4 and k

ðcÞ
�4.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fluorescently labeled DNA fragments

All fluorophore-labeled deoxyoligonucleotides were
purchased from IBA (Göttingen, Germany) and were
purified twice by reverse-phase HPLC. For intermolecular
recombination assays, labeled duplex substrates were
prepared by annealing complementary oligonucleotides
modified internally with ATTO 594 (�max

ex ¼ 601nm)
conjugated to a thymine at position 17 on the ‘top’
strand (TDB) or with an ATTO 647N (�max

ex ¼ 644nm)
modification at T18 on the ‘bottom’ strand (TBA; see
Supplementary Figure S1). Constructs in which neither
strand was labeled (TB) or in which opposing strands
were labeled with donor and acceptor (TDBA) were also
prepared. The calculated Förster distance, R0, for this dye
pair is 7.5 nm assuming isotropic motion of the dyes (36).
Concentrations of single-stranded DNAs (ssDNA) were
determined spectrophotometrically at 260 nm using a
Cary 100 UV–Vis spectrophotometer according to values
of the molar extinction coefficient, e260, provided by the
vendor. Duplex DNA was prepared by mixing comple-
mentary ssDNA strands at equimolar ratios in TEN50
buffer (10mM Tris–Cl, 1mM Na2EDTA, 50mM NaCl,
pH 8.0) and incubating the mixture in a 80�C water bath
for 2min. The bath was allowed to cool to room tempera-
ture overnight. Annealed products were analyzed by
electrophoresis in a 3% agarose gel run in TBE buffer
(50mM Tris–borate, 1mM Na2EDTA, pH 8.4) at
3V/cm for 90min.

Plasmid DNA

Unlabeled synthetic DNA fragments bearing loxP sites
flanked by recognition sites for the restriction endonucle-
ases BbvCI and BsmI were purchased as complementary
oligonucleotides from IDT (Coralville, IA, USA). The
presence of tandem BbvCI and BsmI sites allows for in-
corporation of fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotides due
to vicinal nicks introduced along the same DNA strand
as described below. Annealed duplexes were directionally
cloned into the multi-cloning region of pGEM-5Zf(+)
between SacI-PstI and NotI-SpeI sites, respectively, to
generate the plasmid pCS2DloxP0, which has two
directly repeated loxP sites with a center-to-center separ-
ation of 65 bp. Plasmid pCS2DloxP870 was constructed
by inserting an 870-bp DNA fragment derived from the
bacteriophage-� genome between the PstI and NotI sites
of pCS2DloxP0. Cloning steps were confirmed by
di-dexoynucleotide sequencing. Plasmids were propagated
in E. coli HB101 cells and isolated in quantity by using a
Promega Wizard� Plus Megaprep purification kit
(Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA).

Fluorescently labeled plasmid DNA

Donor and acceptor fluorophores were incorporated into
the plasmid according to the scheme shown in Figure 3.
The purified plasmid was treated with the site-specific
nicking endonucleases Nb.BbvCI and Nb.BsmI (37)
(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) at 37 and
65�C, respectively. Progress of the nicking reaction was

monitored by agarose-gel electrophoresis. ATTO 594 -
and ATTO 647N-labeled oligonucleotides (modified at
T17 and T18, respectively) were then added to the
multiply nicked plasmid in a 20:1 (oligonucleotide:plas-
mid) molar ratio, which ensures that each site of incorp-
oration has an independent 95% probability of being
labeled by its fluorophore. After annealing the mixture
at 90�C for 1min in a water bath, the bath was turned
off and allowed to cool to room temperature overnight.
Proteins were removed by chloroform extraction; DNA
was subsequently recovered by ethanol precipitation and
resuspended in TE buffer (10mM Tris–Cl, 1mM
Na2EDTA, pH 8.0). The site-specific nicks were sealed
by treatment with T4 DNA ligase (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) at 16�C overnight in
50mM Tris–Cl, 10mM MgCl2, 10mM dithiothreitol,
1mM ATP, 25 mg/ml BSA, 0.05% (v/v) Nonidet P-40,
pH 7.8. Excess oligonucleotides were removed by
spin-column chromatography on Clontech Chroma
Spin-400 columns (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA)
and the covalently closed plasmid DNA was further
purified by banding on small (2-ml) CsCl–ethidium
bromide gradients. Recovery of covalently closed DNA,
relative to the initial mass of plasmid starting material, is
70–80%. Absolute and relative levels of incorporation of
each fluorophore were determined by UV–visible absorp-
tion and fluorescence-emission spectra, respectively. The
latter spectra were de-convolved using a Matlab program
written in this laboratory and gave reproducible donor:ac-
ceptor ratios of 1.04±0.14 with an absolute level of sim-
ultaneous incorporation of both dyes on the order of 85%.

+ Nb.BsmI
Nb.BbvCI

Annealing 

T4 Ligase

A B

CD

Figure 3. Method for generating doubly labeled plasmid DNAs.
(A) We engineered novel-plasmid DNA constructs in which pairs of
tandem BbvCI and BsmI restriction sites flank respective loxP sites.
The minor distance between centers of the loxP sites is 65 bp. (B)
Tandem nicks were generated at BbvCI and BsmI sites by treatment
with mutant endonucleases Nb.BbvCI and Nb.BsmI. (C) Fluorophore
labels (donor in green; acceptor in red) were incorporated by displacing
the single-stranded fragments released by the tandem nicks, which were
subsequently sealed with T4 DNA ligase. (D) The covalently closed
plasmid was separated from residual nicked DNA and linearized by
treatment with PstI.
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FRET-based recombination-kinetics assays

Determination of Cre recombination activity
Cre protein was obtained from New England Biolabs
(Ipswich, MA, USA) and was used without further puri-
fication. The protein provided by the vendor is of variable
homogeneity, containing a mixture of full-length wild-type
Cre protein and a truncated form, presumably due to
limited proteolysis. The relative activities of full-length
and truncated proteins are not known. Therefore, we
estimated the stoichiometric concentration of active Cre
protein in terms of the minimum amount of Cre per unit
volume that gave measurable FRET-specific quenching of
the donor dye in an intramolecular recombination assay
(see below). Although this determination was made for
each lot of Cre protein sourced from the vendor, we
found that none of the rate constants or J values
reported here depended on Cre concentration above the
stoichiometric threshold.

Intermolecular-recombination assays
Time-dependent FRET measurements were carried out in
a Cary Eclipse spectrofluorimeter (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) operating in Kinetics mode. The
sample cuvette (nominal capacity 100ml, Starna Cells,
Atascadero, CA, USA) was thermostatted at 37�C by a
Peltier-regulated circulating water bath. Equimolar
mixtures of TDB and TBA duplexes were prepared in
either Cre kinetics buffer [25 mM TAPS, 180mM NaCl,
2mM MgCl2, 2.5mg/ml BSA, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 10%
(v/v) PEG 8000, pH 8.0] or Cre core buffer (25mM
TAPS, 180mM NaCl, 2mM MgCl2, pH 8.0), both
supplemented with 2 mg/ml linear pGEM-5Zf(+) as bulk
competitor DNA. Some comments are in order regarding
the unusual formulation of the kinetics buffer. This buffer
composition is potentially suboptimal for intramolecular
recombination, but enhances intermolecular reactions.
Rigorous J-factor measurements require that the rate
constants for both intra- and inter-molecular reactions
be determined under identical conditions. In addition,
this buffer is closely similar to that used for intramolecular
recombination in (38), thereby facilitating comparison
with the earlier results. Recombination was initiated by
adding varying amounts of Cre with manual mixing.
The dead time between addition of the protein and data
collection was �25 s. A donor-excitation wavelength of
570 nm was used; quenching of donor emission was
monitored at 625 nm with respective bandpass settings of
10 and 20 nm.

Intramolecular-recombination assays
ATTO 594/647N doubly labeled pCS2DloxP0 and
pCS2DloxP870 were linearized in the small plasmid
domain between directly repeated loxP sites using PstI
and NotI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA).
These linear plasmids generate identical 3-kb looped
intermediates during Cre recombination. Linearization
of pCS2DloxP870 in the large domain with EcoRV and
SmaI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) yields
a plasmid substrate that forms an 870-bp loop during
synapsis. In some experiments, blunt-ended linearized

plasmids were generated by treatment with T4 DNA
polymerase in the presence of all four nucleoside triphos-
phates. Kinetics measurements were carried out under
conditions identical to the intermolecular-recombination
assays with the following modifications: (i) the substrate
plasmid concentration was 0.5 nM, (ii) a long-pass filter
with a center wavelength of 600 nm was inserted on the
emission side of the optical path and (iii) competitor
pGEM-5Zf(+) DNA was not added.

Confirmation of product yield via gel electrophoresis
Fluorescently labeled and unmodified pCS2DloxP0 was
linearized with NotI and end labeled with a-32PdGTP
using the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) in NEB Buffer3. A
total of 1.5 nM of each substrate was incubated with
15 nM Cre in Cre kinetics buffer at 37�C, with aliquots
withdrawn at the indicated times. Reactions were
terminated by heat inactivation at 65�C followed by the
addition of 2.5 U of proteinase K (New England Biolabs,
Ipswich, MA, USA) and further incubation at 37�C for
10min. The aliquots from different time points were
subjected to electrophoresis on 3% agarose–TBE gels,
the gels dried, exposed to phosphor-image storage
plates, and digital images captured using a BioRad
phosphorimaging system. Bands were quantitated
using ImageQuant (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ)
software.

Kinetics data analysis

The mechanism of Cre recombinase does not conform to
a simple kinetic scheme; therefore, we employed numer-
ical methods to extract rate constants for fundamental
steps in the recombination pathway corresponding to
synapse formation and dissociation. The proposed mech-
anisms of the both inter- and intra-molecular recombin-
ation pathways and additional information required for
analysis of the time-dependent FRET signal are given in
Supplementary Figures S2–S4 (see also ‘Results’ section).
The inter- and intra-molecular recombination pathways
share a common set of four rate constants for elementary
recombinase binding and dissociation steps,
k1,k�1,k2,k�2. Inter- and intra-molecular site-synapsis
kinetics are characterized by the apparent rate constants,
k
ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3,k

ðbÞ
4 ,kðbÞ�4, and k

ðcÞ
3 ,kðcÞ�3,k

ðcÞ
4 ,kðcÞ�4, respectively. In our

analysis, we fix the parameters k1,k�1,k2,k�2 at values
that were experimentally determined by Ringrose et al.
(38) under reaction conditions closely similar to ours.
For intermolecular FRET data, we fitted the
time-dependent reduced fluorescence intensity, F(t), to
five parameters: k

ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ

�3,k
ðbÞ
4 ,kðbÞ

�4and �DA
SC , an empirical

quenching constant for the donor–acceptor pair in the
synaptic complex. For intramolecular reactions, we
fixed �DA

SC at the value obtained for the intermolecular
data sets and fitted F(t) using k

ðcÞ
3 ,kðcÞ�3,k

ðcÞ
4 and k

ðcÞ
�4 as ad-

justable parameters. Curve-fitting routines were imple-
mented in Matlab and used the functions lsqcurvefit for
non-linear least-squares fitting and ode15s to solve the
initial-value problem for the systems of ordinary
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differential equations. Analysis programs are available
on request.

Monte Carlo modeling of energy-transfer efficiencies

Estimates of FRET efficiencies for structural models of
Cre–loxP complexes were based on calculations of
spatial locations accessible to donor and acceptor dyes.
We used a Monte Carlo procedure to sample the positions
of dye moieties tethered by a freely jointed chain.
Distributions of the quantity

E ¼ 1+R=R0ð Þ
6

� ��1
ð1Þ

were computed from the dye pair-distance distributions
for several crystallographic Cre–DNA complexes (36).
Note that Equation (1) is based on the usual assumption
of isotropic dye motions with the Förster dipole orienta-
tion factor, k2, equal to 2/3 (39–42). The accessible volume
for each dye was computed from the van der Waals
surface of a protein-DNA co-crystal structure deposited
in the PDB. Each of the dyes was conjugated to the C5
position of a thymine residue via a freely jointed linker
chain of contour length L=2.5 nm. The linker was
divided into n identical cylindrical segments having
radius Rchain=0.1 nm and dyes were modeled as spheres
of radius Rdye attached to the distal end of the linker. A
value Rdye=0.5 nm was used for both donor and
acceptor, the structures of which remain proprietary;
however, this value is similar to those for other dyes in
the ATTO family whose structures are available. The
proximal end of each tethering chain was chosen to lie
uniformly on the attachment atom’s van der Waals
surface. Monte Carlo-generated chains were rejected if
any atom in the crystal structure overlapped with the
linker or dye. Once a pre-determined number of
accepted dye positions was generated for both donor
and acceptor, the distribution of pair-wise donor–
acceptor distances, RDA

ij was computed. Only pair-distance
data for which RDA

ij � 2Rdye were used for calculations of
the ensemble-averaged transfer efficiency, <E>, and the
E-value distribution. We also computed these quantities
using a uniform dye density within the maximal accessible
volume for a tethered dye particle as implemented in the
FRETnps Tools suite of analysis programs (43,44).
Results for the uniform dye distributions are shown in
Supplementary Figure S5.

RESULTS

Kinetic characterization of intermolecular Cre
recombination using FRET

We used bulk FRET measurements that monitor
quenching of a donor dye to quantitate the rate of intermo-
lecular Cre recombination between fluorophore-labeled
loxP-bearing DNA duplexes. This method for detecting
FRET was preferred over measurements of enhanced
acceptor emission due to its superior signal-to-noise ratio
under our conditions. We found that the minimum
concentration of loxP-containing DNA fragments that
supports intermolecular recombination in Cre kinetics
buffer is several-fold greater than typical substrate concen-
trations used in intramolecular Cre reactions ([loxP] &
1 nM). This behavior of the Cre intermolecular reaction is
closely similar to that of ligase-mediated intermolecular
joining, which requires high concentrations of DNA ends
(45). Intermolecular reactions in kinetics buffer used
equimolar ratios of TDB and TBA duplexes with total
loxP concentrations ranging from 6.25 to 25 nM
(Supplementary Figure S1). In Cre core buffer, no FRET
signal was measurable at [loxP]� 15 nM; thus, core buffer
conditions were not used routinely for kinetic assays.Molar
ratios of Cre:loxP in the reactions ranged from 2:1 to 20:1.
The kinetics of intermolecular recombination were
essentially independent of Cre concentration over this
range, as inferred from the similarity of the fluorescence
decay curves obtained at different protein:DNA ratios
and also from fitted values of the apparent rate constants
k
ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3,k

ðbÞ
4 and k

ðbÞ
�4 (Table 1).

In Figure 4, our experimental design monitors the
recombination-mediated exchange of fluorophore-labeled
strands on parental duplexes, placing donor and acceptor
moieties at adjacent positions on opposing DNA strands
in the product. Rate constants were obtained by fitting
F(t) to a system of ordinary differential equations that
describe the time-dependent concentrations of reactants,
intermediates and products (Supplementary Figures S2
and S3). In the Supplementary Appendix, analysis
requires knowing the extent of donor quenching in the
recombination product, which we determined independ-
ently from the ratio of intrinsic donor emission signal
in donor-only (TDB) duplexes versus doubly labeled
(donor+acceptor) duplexes with the probes located
at positions identical to those in the recombination

Table 1. Apparent rate constants for intermolecular site synapsis

[loxP] (nM) [Cre] (nM) k
ðbÞ
3 (10�3nM�1min�1) (±SE) k

ðbÞ
�3 (min�1) (±SE) k

ðbÞ
4 (10�3nM�1min�1) (±SE) k

ðbÞ
�4 (min�1) (±SE)

25 250 3.0 (±0.18) 0.024 (±0.0018) 0.21 (±0.024) 0.037 (±0.0030)
25 125 3.1 (±0.089) 0.028 (±0.0019) 0.21 (±0.049) 0.062 (±0.0034)
18 180 2.8 (±0.67) 0.028 (±0.0028) 0.33 (±0.098) 0.085 (±0.0081)
18 90 3.3 (±0.41) 0.047 (±0.0097) 0.37 (±0.029) 0.074 (±0.016)
12.5 125 3.6 (±0.31) 0.029 (±0.0039) 0.72 (±0.079) 0.051 (±0.0064)
12.5 62.5 3.5 (±0.31) 0.046 (±0.0076) 0.49 (±0.21) 0.071 (±0.012)
6.25 62.5 5.6 (±0.86) 0.14 (±0.027) 0.99 (±0.26) 0.21 (±0.032)
6.25 31.2 4.7 (±0.86) 0.11 (±0.049) 1.2 (±0.50) 0.16 (±0.039)
6.25 12.5 4.3 (±0.58) 0.14 (±0.020) 1.3 (±0.26) 0.19 (±0.079)

Values are averages of at least three independent measurements. Uncertainties in rate constants are expressed as standard errors.
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product (TDBA). This quenching constant,
�DA
Dup ¼

�fTDBA= �fTDB, is obtained from the ratios of
quantum yields for the donor-labeled duplex in the
presence and absence of acceptor. We determined �f from

the dependence of emission intensity at �em=625nm for
donor-only and donor–acceptor duplexes at identical gain
and bandpass settings. The value of �DA

Dupwas found to be
0.01, independent of the presence and concentration of
Cre protein. Thus, there is negligible quenching of donor
emission due either to Cre binding or the presence of a
second donor fluorophore in the synaptic complex
(Supplementary Figure S4).
The time-dependent fluorescence of the intermolecular

reaction is described very well by the single-intermediate
mechanism in Figure 4B. Non-linear least-squares fitting
were carried out using the numerical solutions of the

corresponding system of ODEs with k
ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3,k

ðbÞ
4 ,kðbÞ�4

and �DA
SC as adjustable parameters. Fitted values of

k
ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3,k

ðbÞ
4 and k

ðbÞ
�4 are given in Table 1; note that the

value of k
ðbÞ
3 was independent of loxP concentration,

whereas the measured value of k
ðbÞ
�3 increased with

decreasing [loxP] (Figure 5). Although the intermolecular
reaction is not efficient when [loxP] is below 4.25 nM, a
reasonable extrapolation of the rate constants can be
made to lower loxP concentrations. The dependence of
the intermolecular-recombination rate for low [loxP] can
be important when rates of inter- and intra-molecular re-
combination are being compared under similar reaction
conditions, discussed as follows. The apparent value of
�DA
SC was virtually constant and equal to 0.12±0.014 for

all data sets, independent of [loxP] or [Cre].

Distributions of species in the intermolecular reaction

Figure 4C shows the inferred distribution of reactants,
products, and synaptic complex over the time course of

A

B

C

Figure 4. Time-dependent FRET measurements of intermolecular
synapsis and recombination kinetics. (A) Recombination reactions
used equimolar ratios of donor-labeled (TDB) and acceptor-labeled
(TBA) duplexes in reactions having total loxP concentrations ranging
from 6.25 nM to 25 nM. (B) Time-dependent fluorescence signal, F(t),
which monitors recombination-mediated exchange of DNA strands via
donor quenching. The recombinant product harbors donor and
acceptor moieties at adjacent positions on opposing DNA strands
and has a FRET efficiency of 0.99. Rate constants were obtained by
fitting each set of F(t) data to the numerical solution of a system of
ordinary differential equations (see Supplementary Figure S2), which
describe the time-dependent concentrations of reactants, intermediates
and products along the intermolecular recombination pathway. The
best-fit numerical solutions are shown by solid curves; fitted values
for the rate constants are given in Table 1. (C) Distribution of
species (Cre-bound and unbound substrate, synaptic complex and
bound and unbound product) in intermolecular recombination
inferred from the values of k

ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3,k

ðbÞ
4 and k

ðbÞ
�4 given [loxP]=25 nM

and [Cre]=250 nM.
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Figure 5. Apparent rate constants for bimolecular synapsis, k
ðbÞ
3 ,

(upper panel) and synaptic-complex dissociation, k
ðbÞ
�3 (lower panel) as

functions of loxP concentration. Each data point is the average of at
least three independent measurements and the error bars indicate the
standard error. The horizontal line in the upper panel gives the overall
average of k

ðbÞ
3 for all values of [loxP] studied; the curve in the lower

panel is the fit of an exponential function to the data for k
ðbÞ
�3. Dashed

curves are extrapolations of the [loxP] dependence to zero substrate
concentration. The value of k

ðbÞ
�3at [loxP]=1nM is 0.69min�1 and

is indicated by the red filled triangle; this is the value of the rate
constant used to calculate J under the conditions of intramolecular
recombination.
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a 60-min intermolecular recombination reaction for
[loxP]=25 nM given the values of k

ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ

�3,k
ðbÞ
4 and k

ðbÞ
�4

in Table 1. The yield of product is �15%, suggesting
that most of the labeled substrate is present in the form
of synaptic complex or SE2. This result explains the fact
that the observed extent of donor quenching is signifi-
cantly less than expected if donor-bearing DNA fragments
were converted largely to products. For example, in a
reaction containing 12.5 nM TDB (and 12.5 nM TBA for
a total [loxP] of 25 nM), an overall extent of reaction of
50% would yield equal final concentrations of TDB and
TDBA equal to 6.25 nM. The latter species is strongly
quenched and contributes little to the total donor
emission. Therefore, the expected emission signal reduc-
tion would also be near 50% under these conditions.
However, we typically observe residual donor emission
that is significantly above this value, consistent with the
hypothesis that a donor-containing species with lower
FRET efficiency is abundant during the entire course of
the reaction.
The apparent association equilibrium constant for the

synapsis reaction (i.e. for saturated substrate SE2 forming
synaptic complex) is given by the ratio K

ðbÞ
3 ¼ k

ðbÞ
3 =k

ðbÞ
�3.

This value is more than an order of magnitude larger
than K

ðbÞ
4 ¼ k

ðbÞ
4 =k

ðbÞ
�4, which may suggest that the recom-

bination mechanism involves more than one intermediate
species. It is also possible that the fluorophore labels
perturb the reaction differently in the forward and
reverse directions, effectively breaking the symmetry of
the mechanism. High stability of the Cre synaptic
complex contrasts with that of Flp recombinase, which
shares many biochemical and mechanistic similarities to
Cre. In fact, Cre synaptic complexes can be readily
isolated without chemical fixation or other stabilization
steps, whereas Flp synaptic complexes require treatment
with gluteraldehyde or a similar cross-linking reagent in
order to be characterized or purified (31,46).

Intramolecular reaction kinetics

Detailed studies of the intramolecular reaction were
facilitated by our novel fluorophore-labeling method,
which places donor and acceptor modifications at specific
sites in covalently closed plasmids. We investigated the
intramolecular reaction using two linear plasmids that
form loops of 3 kb and 870 bp on synapsis. These
substrates have fluorophore-labeled loxP sites positioned
near the ends of the molecule (Figure 6A). In order to
avoid interference from the intermolecular reaction, intra-
molecular kinetics assays were carried out at substrate
concentrations <2nM ([loxP]< 4nM), below the target-
site-concentration threshold for intermolecular recombin-
ation discussed above. Post-hoc analysis of the reaction by
agarose-gel electrophoresis confirmed that the yield of
intermolecular-recombination products was negligible
under our conditions (data not shown).
Figure 6B shows that the time-dependent FRET signals

are fitted quite well by the ODE solutions for the intra-
molecular single-intermediate Cre-recombination pathway
(Supplementary Figure S3). We fixed the value of �DA

SC at
0.12, the best-fit value obtained from analysis of the

intermolecular reaction, and treated k
ðcÞ
3 , k

ðcÞ
�3, k

ðcÞ
4 and

k
ðcÞ
�4 as adjustable parameters. These values are given in

Table 2. FRET signals for DNA fragments having
cohesive and blunt-ended termini were indistinguishable

A

B

C

Figure 6. Intramolecular synapsis and recombination kinetics obtained
from time-dependent FRET measurements. (A) Schematic of the intra-
molecular reaction carried out on a DNA fragment bearing donor- and
acceptor-labeled loxP sites. (B) Fluorescence signal, F(t), which
monitors donor quenching via FRET during site synapsis and recom-
bination. Fluorescence decays are for molecules having 3-kb and
870-bp DNA loops. The positions of the donor and acceptor
fluorophores in labeled product loxP sequences are the same as in
Figure 4. Rate constants were obtained by fitting F(t) to a system of
ordinary differential equations that describe the time-dependent
concentrations of reactants, intermediates and products along the intra-
molecular recombination pathway (see Supplementary Figure S3). The
best-fit numerical solution is given by the solid curve and corresponding
rate constants are given in Table 2. Details of the fluorescence decay
and the fit to the data over the first 10min of the recombination
reaction are shown in the inset. (C) Distribution of species
(Cre-bound and unbound substrate, synaptic complex and bound and
unbound product) in intramolecular recombination of the 3-kb loop
inferred from the values of k

ðcÞ
3 , k

ðcÞ
�3, k

ðcÞ
4 and k

ðcÞ
�4 given

[loxP]=0.5 nM and [Cre]=5nM. Under these conditions, the asymp-
totic proportions of synaptic complex and recombination product are
about 30 and 10%, respectively.
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and gave the same apparent rate-constant values within
experimental uncertainty.

The intramolecular recombination reactions showed
time-dependent fluorescence signals that are qualitatively
different from those observed for the intermolecular
reaction (Figure 6B). There is a rapid initial decay of
fluorescence emission, followed by a slower, more
extended kinetic phase with little change in the fluores-
cence amplitude beyond 10min. In the case of the
870-bp substrate, the initial decay phase was faster, and
therefore, more difficult to characterize, than that for the
3-kb substrate. Under the reaction conditions examined,
the overall amplitude of the FRET signal was quite
modest, on the order of 10–15% over a 60-min reaction.
We observed that the intramolecular reaction was more
reproducible in Cre kinetics buffer than in core buffer,
possibly because of improved protein stability. The
values of the observed rate constants in the two buffer
systems were identical within experimental uncertainty,
thus data for reactions carried out only in Cre kinetics
buffer are reported in Table 2.

Distributions of species in the intramolecular reaction

As in the intermolecular pathway, it is informative to
examine the distribution of kinetic species over the
course of the reaction. Figure 6C shows the time-
dependent distribution of 3-kb substrate DNA present
as all reactants, all products and synaptic complex using
fitted values of k

ðcÞ
3 , k

ðcÞ
�3, k

ðcÞ
4 and k

ðcÞ
�4 and taking the

plasmid concentration equal to 0.5 nM ([loxP]=1nM)
with low levels of excess Cre (2.5 times the
stoichiometric level).

Under our conditions, the intramolecular reaction also
converts only a limited fraction of substrate DNA into
product. The majority of substrate is present as the SE4

intermediate (substrate DNA with Cre monomers bound
at all four symmetry elements). Overall yield of product
species was measured by electrophoretic analysis of
end-labeled fluorophore-modified and unmodified 3-kb
substrates (Figure 7). Note that actual products of the
recombination reaction cannot readily be distinguished
from synapsed product molecules; therefore, the
gel-electrophoretic assays can potentially over-estimate
the proportion of total product. The unmodified substrate
gave an apparent asymptotic product yield on the order of
12%, whereas the modified substrate gave �8% apparent
product; the latter amount is consistent with the asymp-
totic product distribution inferred from our kinetic
analysis. These results suggest that there may be a
modest effect of the fluorophores on the overall yield of
the Cre reaction. Alternative locations for the conjugated

fluorophores were considered; however, these were
rejected due to either potential interference with Cre
binding or greatly diminished FRET efficiency (see also
‘Discussion’ section).
The relatively low product yield with unlabeled

substrate DNA is a consequence of the Cre reaction
being carried out at near-stoichiometric levels of the re-
combinase. Our measured levels of overall recombination
are in accordance with values reported in the literature
(10) for similar [Cre]:[loxP] ratios. Super-stoichiometric
levels of recombinase protein (on the order of 100:1
[Cre]:[loxP]) are apparently necessary to achieve maximal
levels of Cre recombination, which are in the range of
60%. However, extreme ratios of protein to DNA would
be likely to have other unknown effects on DNA flexibility

Figure 7. Gel-electrophoretic product assay for intramolecular Cre re-
combination of a linear 3-kb plasmid-DNA substrate (pCS2DloxP0).
The loxP sites have been unmodified (right) or modified by conjugation
of donor and acceptor fluorophores to specific T residues in the loxP
core (right). Cre recombination generates &3-kb circular and 65-bp
linear products; the latter was end labeled using 32P and quantitated
by gel electrophoresis over a 32-min time course (below). The solid
curves are approximate fits of an exponential function to the data
and serve as a guide to the eye.

Table 2. Apparent values of forward and reverse rate constants and equilibrium constant for intramolecular site synapsis

Loop size k
ðcÞ
3 (min�1) k

ðcÞ
�3 (min�1) k

ðcÞ
4 (nM�1min�1) k

ðcÞ
�4 (min�1) Kc

3044 0.074 0.78 0.32 0.014 0.095 (±0.026)
870 2.4 13 10 0.021 0.20 (±0.10)

Uncertainties in Kc are reported as the standard deviation of at least three independent measurements.
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and folding mediated through non-specific DNA binding
and/or protein-mediated aggregation.

Analysis of FRET efficiencies based on structural models
for the synapse

We estimated the distributions of energy-transfer effi-
ciency, E, for static models of synaptic complexes based
on the crystallographic structures of Cre bound to duplex
loxP sites (21) and a loxP Holliday junction (16).
Distributions of dye-pair distances were obtained by
Monte Carlo sampling of the dye-accessible volume as
described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section or by a
model in which the dye density was taken to be uniform
within the maximum accessible volume allowed by the
linker length and the van der Waals surfaces of the dyes
and nucleoprotein structure. Distributions in the latter
case are easier to compute, whereas those in the former
case are more rigorous. Both calculations use the approxi-
mation of isotropic dye transition-moment orientations.
Distributions of dye positions in the loxP duplex

synapse are shown in Figure 8. The first set of data in
Figure 8A are for donor and acceptor labels in the
positions expected for an anti-parallel loxP synapse,
which is required for productive recombination. We
generated an alternative model for the case of parallel
synapsis (Figure 8B), which is mechanistically possible,
but not consistent with the accepted Cre mechanism and
canonically non-productive. Both of the pair-distance
distributions with duplex loxP sites are markedly different
from that in the Holliday-junction complex in Figure 8C.
The average values of E computed by Monte Carlo simu-
lation, <E>, are typically slightly larger than those
obtained for the uniformly sampled accessible volume
(see Supplementary Figure S5 in Supplementary Data).
In general, the dye pair-distance distributions for the
Monte Carlo and uniformly sampled models differ signifi-
cantly, although the effects on average E values and the
E distribution for these models are quite small. This is
because <E> is heavily weighted toward small donor–
acceptor pair distances and the vast majority of pair
distances fall well below the Förster distance, R0, for all
of the cases considered here. However, we note that all of
the <E> values computed from these static models are
significantly greater than the experimentally measured E
value for the synaptic complex, which is 0.88.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a novel approach for characterizing
the rate-determining steps for inter- and intra-molecular
synapsis in a site-specific recombination reaction. Our
methodology uses time-dependent FRET in conjunction
with numerical modeling of the recombination pathway to
monitor target-site synapsis and the time-dependent yield
of recombination products. The quotient of apparent
equilibrium constants for the intramolecular and equiva-
lent intermolecular reaction yields a quantity J that
characterizes the thermodynamics of intramolecular loop
formation. The definition J ¼ Kc=Kb ¼ exp ��Gloop=kBT

� �

relates J to the conformational free-energy cost of forming

a DNA loop of a given size and having specific boundary
conditions at the loop ends. This free-energy contribution
to loop formation is distinct from those associated with
covalent and non-covalent DNA–DNA, protein–protein
and protein–DNA interactions at the loop ends, which
are assumed to be identical for the inter- and
intra-molecular reactions. We also show that there is a
significant difference in the experimental FRET efficiencies
between the longest-lived recombination intermediate
(E=0.88) and products (E=0.99); this fact enables us
to infer the distribution of species over the course of
the reaction.

Site synapsis and recombination-product turnover

Our results extend the work of Ringrose et al. (38), which
investigated the binding and dissociation kinetics of Cre to
loxP symmetry elements and the kinetics of the intramo-
lecular recombination reaction. Ringrose et al. conclude
that Cre binds cooperatively to a single target site and
forms a highly stable synaptic intermediate. However, it
was not possible to measure the kinetics of site synapsis in
their study, or to characterize properties of the DNA
intermediate.

Our results are in general accord with Ringrose et al. to
the extent that we infer a large association-equilibrium
constant for the synaptic complex. On closer inspection,
however, there is a significant disagreement with the
previous study regarding the overall product yield of the
Cre reaction. Whereas Ringrose et al. report overall yields
as high as 50–60%, the results of both time-resolved
FRET and electrophoretic product assays for
fluorophore-labeled and unlabeled substrates in our
work give actual yields of recombination products that
are 4- to 5-fold lower.

There are at least two factors that could contribute to
this discrepancy. One is that the assays carried out by
Ringrose et al. used much higher ratios of Cre protein
to loxP DNA than are present in our reactions; this has
pronounced effects on product yield, as previously
reported (10). We chose not to recapitulate such high
ratios of Cre to DNA because of possible non-specific
effects of excess protein on DNA flexibility and folding.
Moreover, our results are consistent with both references
(10) and (38) when adjusted for the [Cre]:[loxP] ratio.
Second, the particular method of terminating recombin-
ation reactions in the electrophoretic assay used in (38)
may have perturbed the instantaneous distribution of
species at a particular time point. It is known that
addition of detergent can alter the distribution of inter-
mediates obtained from quenching of topoisomerase reac-
tions (47), which involve similar chemistry.

Recombination-kinetics estimates of the
probability of loop closure

Independent measurements of inter- and intra-molecular
recombination rates permit quantitative determination of
the probability of loop formation, the Jacobson–
Stockmayer, or J factor, J (48). This probability, which
is expressed in terms of concentration, is the bulk
DNA-substrate concentration for which the probabilities
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A

B

C

Figure 8. Distributions of donor–acceptor distance for three crystallographic models of the Cre-loxP synaptosome. Monte Carlo simulated donor
and acceptor positions are indicated by green and red spheres, respectively. For clarity, the spheres used to mark the dye positions are significantly
smaller (0.17 nm) than the dimension of the spherical dye used in the calculation. The donor–acceptor pair-distance distributions for 500 individual
samples each of donor and acceptor positions are shown to the right of each model. (A) Model for an anti-parallel synapse of loxP sites generated
using the PDB coordinate file 5CRX (21). (B) Model for a parallel synapse, assuming that the DNA geometry is identical to that in (A). (C) Model
for a Holliday-junction intermediate, based on the PDB coordinate file 3CRX (16).
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of inter- and intra-molecular site synapsis are identical.
Formally, J is a quotient of rate constants for intra- and
inter-molecular synapsis, given by

J ¼ Kc=Kb ¼
k
ðcÞ
3 k
ðbÞ
�3

k
ðcÞ
�3k
ðbÞ
3

: ð2Þ

Quantitative measurements of J are difficult to achieve
in practice because inter- and intra-molecular reactions
generally do not take place under identical conditions.
The existence of a limited range of intermolecular-
recombination conditions is similar to that encountered
in ligase-catalyzed bimolecular-joining reactions (45),
which require higher concentrations of DNA substrate
than for the corresponding intramolecular reaction.
Failing to take possible dependencies on substrate or
enzyme concentration into account can lead to large
errors in Kb especially and hence in the absolute value of J.
The most rigorous approach for obtaining absolute

measurements of J is to determine individually the pairs
of apparent rate constants k

ðcÞ
3 ,kðcÞ�3 and k

ðbÞ
3 ,kðbÞ�3. Values of

the intermolecular rate constants are corrected by extrapo-
lation to substrate and/or protein concentrations that
pertain to the intramolecular reaction conditions. We
found negligible dependence of k

ðbÞ
3 on either [loxP] or

[Cre]; in the case of k
ðbÞ
�3, there was no detectable depend-

ence on [Cre], but a significant dependence on [loxP]. We
took this substrate-concentration effect into account by
fitting the dependence of k

ðbÞ
�3as a function of [loxP]

(Figure 5). Our values of J are based on the kinetics of
substrate conversion to synaptic complex and therefore
not connected with the apparent values of k

ðcÞ
4 ,kðcÞ�4and

k
ðbÞ
4 ,kðbÞ�4 determined from the fits to the data. Indeed, the

latter rate constants are less accurately determined than
the other four kinetic parameters because strongly
quenched product species contribute little to the total
fluorescence signal.
Using Equation 2, we obtain the values of J reported in

Table 3. In Figure 9, these values are compared with the
theoretical dependence of J on loop size computed using a
transfer-matrix approach (49). Two sets of loop-end
boundary conditions were used in the transfer-matrix cal-
culations: cyclization of a loop with parallel ends to
generate a ring and formation of a teardrop-shaped
loop, equivalent to a ring with a sharp 90� bend. In
both cases, the distance between loop ends is constrained
to be zero, a case in which the transfer-matrix solutions
for J are essentially exact. Similar calculations for chains
with finite end-to-end distances are mathematically in-
tractable and must be carried out using a different
numerical approach.

In Figure 9, the experimental value of Jexp for the 3-kb
looped substrate is in excellent agreement with the theor-
etical J value for both loop conformations. The Jexp value
for the 870-bp loop falls somewhat below both theoretical
curves. There is greater uncertainty associated with this
measurement due, in large part, to the fact that the
initial phase of the fluorescence decay is too rapid to be
accurately captured in a manual mixing experiment. We
note that significant modulations of J due to the helical
geometry of DNA are not expected in the range of loop
sizes examined here (48). These modulations are not
accounted for in the transfer-matrix calculations.

Donor quenching and DNA geometry in the synaptosome

We analyzed accessible tethered-dye geometries in three
prototype synapse co-crystal structures, two correspond-
ing to paired loxP duplexes and one a Holliday-junction
intermediate. These models give different donor–acceptor
pair-distance distributions, but are indistinguishable in
terms of their estimated average energy-transfer efficiency.
In all three cases, the average donor–acceptor distance is
small compared with the Förster distance, leading to
negligible effects on <E>. Thus, energy-transfer measure-
ments using the current combination of donor/acceptor
positions do not allow for detailed structural characteriza-
tion of DNA geometry within the synaptosome. We also
investigated <E> for the same synaptic-complex models
with donor and acceptor fluorophores conjugated to alter-
native thymine residues in the 13-bp symmetry elements or
at the distal boundaries of the loxP target site. Within the
symmetry elements, Monte Carlo sampling of dye loca-
tions suffered from high attrition suggesting that these
positions would likely interfere with protein binding.
This problem was not encountered for the thymine

DNA Length, bp

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

J,
 M

10-8

10-7 Ring
Ring with α = π/2
Jexp

α

Figure 9. Comparison of experimental J-factor values from Cre recom-
bination, Jexp, with theoretical J values computed using a
transfer-matrix approach. The transfer-matrix calculations were done
essentially as described in reference (49), with two different boundary
conditions at the loop ends: parallel boundary conditions yielding a
closed ring and a sharp bend, a=90�, simulating the approximate
bend angle between DNA segments in the crystallographic
Holliday-junction intermediate (16,17). In both cases, the distance
between loop ends is exactly equal to 0. Chain segments in the
transfer-matrix model were of length 10 nm and the DNA persistence
length was set to 50 nm.

Table 3. A Comparison of experimental J-factor values from Cre

recombination, Jexp, with theoretical J values, Jtheor

Loop size (bp) Jtheor (nM) Jexp (nM)

3044 20 18 (±4.7)
870 55 37 (±18)
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positions used in this work or at distal positions; however,
the expected <E> for the distal cases was virtually equal
to 0.

The fact that <E> is insensitive to details of
synaptic-complex geometry is advantageous in the
present experiments, where the value of J is the sole
quantity of interest and direct effects of loop geometry
on apparent E values need to be avoided. Perturbation
of E by intrinsic loop geometry could occur with probes
that are placed at the ends of loxP arms near the
synaptosome’s surface, for example. This will be the
case, for instance, if the preferred geometry of a short
loop affects the entry/exit angles of DNA segments in
the synapse (48).

Our experimental value of E, equal to 0.88, is smaller
than expected for any of the crystallographic models and
can be explained in terms of several factors. A trivial pos-
sibility is that the spectral overlap between donor emission
and acceptor absorption is decreased significantly in the
complex, in effect reducing R0. This seems unlikely
because the product duplex labeled with donor and
acceptor probes gives the same E value in the presence
and absence of Cre protein (see Supplementary Figure
S4 in Supplementary Data). A more likely explanation is
that emission anisotropy and restricted fluorophore
motion have substantial effects on the apparent value of
E (40,41); this would be expected for fluorophores
confined to the small volume of the synaptic complex
core. Our kinetic approach does not invoke absolute
distance determination by FRET and therefore does not
require knowledge of the anisotropy factor k2 appearing in
the Förster equation. Nevertheless, additional information
about the synapse geometry is potentially available from
FRET, but would require more sophisticated modeling of
dye motions within the nucleoprotein complex.

We favor the view that the longest-lived intermediate
DNA structure consists of an HJ because this picture is
consistent with the bias in the distributions of looped
geometries observed in AFM experiments as a function
of site orientation (31). It has been argued previously
that such conformational biases may originate from
strongly favored stacked-X (50,51) or tetrahedral arrange-
ments of target helices (31). The present FRET study was
not designed to fully characterize the geometry of the re-
combination intermediate; however, extensions of this
approach could be used in subsequent studies to reveal
the dynamic nature of recombination intermediates in
solution.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Figures 1–5 and Supplementary
Appendix.
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